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I. I NTRODUCTION

III. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSIONS

The current powered knee prostheses are widely relying
on the finite-state machine impedance control (FSM-IC) to
regulate the dynamics between users, devices and environments. To maximize benefits of the power to individual
users, a personalized impedance tuning is indispensable, yet
challenging. Recent studies have attempted various approaches
to automate the tuning process, and achieved promising results
[1]–[3]. However, few work has been focusing on enhancing
the tuning efficiency in high-dimension parameter space with
human-in-the-loop, resulting in a limited scalability for clinical
applications. To address the remaining problem, we are in need
of a novel automatic method that can efficiently obtain a tuning
policy, and reduce the time and labor efforts required in online
training that involves human users.
To fulfill such a requirement, this study developed a novel
reinforcement learning based algorithm by taking the framework of policy iteration, which enabled the training of tuning
policy in both offline and online manners. Enjoying the
advantages from the both training schemes, the method could
significantly enhance the efficiency in policy learning.

We tested the online training of prosthesis tuning policy on
the participants while their walking. The test was conducted
under two different initial policy conditions (1) randomly
initialized, and (2) offline pre-trained. For the offline pretrained policy, the training data was already gathered from
other sources before the test. The initial impedance parameters
for the test were random selected. We evaluated the efficiency
by quantifying the number of impedance updates to meet the
stopping criterion for prosthesis tuning.
The comparison results between two conditions revealed
that online tuning starting with pret-rained policies, albeit not
perfect, were significantly more efficient than those starting
with random policies. That is to say, pre-trained cases were
observed to have less overall number of impedance updates
than random cases did as to meet the stopping criterion. On average, pre-trained cases ended up with 38 impedance updates
(about 4.7 minutes), whereas random cases took 96 impedance
updates to complete the tuning, which was equivalent to about
12 minutes. In addition, at the end of training, all yielded
policies presented a strong stability and robustness against
perturbations or task changes to keep reaching the tuning goal.
In conclusion, we implemented the proposed novel algorithm with a real human-prosthesis system, and validated its
exceptional performances including efficiency, stability and
robustness. Such findings demonstrated promising potentials
of the proposed method to be used for, in the future, clinical
applications at scales.

II. M ETHODS
In this study, the proposed algorithm is designed to find out
an optimal policy, acting as a supplementary parameter tuner
to the powered knee prosthesis control, to have users restore
a near-normal knee motion. The algorithm is implemented
together with a well-established FSM-IC framework [4]. The
whole learning process involves two types of updates: the
impedance update is executed by the parameter tuner following
some specific policies to adjust impedance for the FSM-IC;
whereas the policy update is carried out by the novel policy
iteration algorithm where policy evaluation and policy improvement were alternately performed until meeting stopping
conditions. To test the algorithm, we recruited two participants,
one able-bodied individual and one transfemoral amputee, and
each was asked to perform the treadmill walking task at the
speed of 0.6 m/s.
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